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Previous Work



Previous Work

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mxr12w9BHBg


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D8_VmWWRJgE


What I do now?

Research in fabrication, accessibility and tangible 
interfaces. 



Dark Patterns
Designs that leverage knowledge of human behavior and 
psychology to get users to perform actions that go against 
their best interest

Harry Brignull



Can you think of any 
dark patterns?

Note
Dark patterns shouldn’t 
be confused with “poor” 
design since these can 
be very aesthetically 
pleasing and effective



Types of Dark Patterns

(Brignull)

Bait and Switch 

Disguised Ad

Forced Continuity

Friend Spam

Hidden Costs

Misdirection

Price Comparison Prevention

Privacy Zuckering

Roach Motel

Sneak Into Basket

Trick Questions

Confirmshaming



Overview

(Gray et al, 2018)



Nagging
➔ Repeated Intrusion during normal 

interactions, where normal use is 
interrupted one or more times by other 
tasks not directly related to the one the 
user is focused on now 

➔ Varying levels of malice like increasing 
engagement to getting users to provide 
more private details 



Nagging Examples



Obstruction
➔ Impeding task flow, making an 

interaction more difficult than it needs 
to be

➔ Includes Brignull’s “Roach Motel” which 
makes it easy to sign onto a service but 
difficult to get out

➔ Includes Brignull’s “Price Comparison 
Preventions” which makes direct 
comparisons between products and 
services unnecessarily hard



Obstruction Examples



Sneaking
➔ Attempt to hide, disguise or delay 

information relevant to the user 

➔ “Forced Continuity” pattern which 
continues to charge for a service after 
the purchase expires

➔ “Hidden Costs” which delays pricing 
information for certain items 

➔ “Sneak into Basket” where additional 
services or products are added or 
“suggested”without by default

➔ “Bait and Switch” makes it seem like an 
action will cause one result but ends up 
doing an undesired action



Sneaking Examples



Interface Interference
➔ Design purposefully focuses your 

attention on one thing in order to 
distract from another, confusing or 
limiting discoverability of important 
actions 

➔ “Misdirection” and “Disguised Ads” and 
“Trick Questions” fall in this category



Interface Interference Examples



Forced Action
➔ Design purposefully focuses your 

attention on one thing in order to 
distract from another, confusing or 
limiting discoverability of important 
actions 

➔ “Misdirection,” “friendspamming” and 
“Disguised Ads” and “Trick Questions” 
fall in this category



Forced Action Examples



Takeaways

Strategies for dark patterns 
undermine a person’s autonomy and 
favor stakeholders over users



Factors that lead to dark patterns

- Aggressive growth targets
- Overfocus on simple key performance indicators(KPI)

- More Clicks

- More Signups 

- More Sales

- Myopic view of product success
- Profit
- Lack of Testing
- Greed



- Develop a strong “character” as a 
designer/developer

- Have a code of ethics
- Be empathetic 
- Use value sensitive design tools 

like envisioning cards or humane 
by design tools

- Prioritize users over 
shareholders

How to avoid 
deceptive design 
as a practitioner

https://www.envisioningcards.com
https://humanebydesign.com
https://humanebydesign.com

